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1. 
Introduction 
The argtunent of this paper is to sllilli~rize briefly 
the Puritan ethics of Richard Baxter and of Jeremy 
Taylor, as examples of men \Vho were influenced in the 
writings of John Wesley, to refute the traditiona l be-
lief t hat he was directly opposed to Puritanism. 
It will be shovvn that Wesley embraced the Puritan ethics 
ancl incorporated them in large part in his writings . 
The Puritan ideal of "~oly living'- may be defined 
e.s--- anything in excess of vvhat is absolutely necessary 
for each individual, whether eating, drinking , sleeping, 
dressing , t 2- lking or ·worldly v;orking is sinful because 
it deprives one of pr ecious time and opportunity which is 
g iven by God for the edification of rrum and the glorifi-
cation of God. To prevent t his excess, the Puritan 
writers drew up codes of ethical or mora l rules by which 
people were to direct their lives in preparation _for 
eternal life. They rc~ere to subject everyt hing in this 
•:,'orld to the beautiful goe.l in the next one. 
To this end, men like Richard Baxter wrote pastoral 
advice to those under their care, a nd a ny others who v-rould 
read their books. Baxter tells us in the introduction 
(page xix) to his Christian Directory that among the books 
that influenced his writings was Bucer de Gubernatione 
Ecclesiae. This is of interest to the writer because of 
Bucer's historical significance in carrying Central 
European Protestantism into Engl and, and a lso because his 
2. 
connection with Zell in Strassburg. The writer owe s 
the argument of this paper to a descendent of Zell and 
one who has preserved the reforming instinct. 
A 
C H R I S T I A N D I R E C T 0 R Y 
Or, A Summ of 
P R A C T I C A L THEOLOGY 
AND 
C A S E S 0 F C 0 N S C I E N C E 
Directing Christians, how to USE their Knowledge 
and Faith; Hovv to improve all Helps and Means, 
and to Perform all Duties; How to Overcome 
Temptations, and to escape or mortifie every Sin 
I n F o u r P a r t s 
1. CHRISTIA}T ETHICS 111. CHRISTIAN ECCLESI~~TICKS 
(or Church Duties) (or Private Duties) 
11. CHRIST I.AN ECONOMICS 
(or Family Duties) 
w 0 
lV. CHRISTIAN POLITICS 
(or Duties to our Rulers 
and Neighbors) 
The Practical 
R K s 
o£ the Late Reverend and Pious 
Mr. R I C H A R D B A X T E R 
LOlWOl~: Thomas Parkhurst, 1707, Volume 1 
Jote: This is somewhat of a reproduction of the first page 
of Baxter's book. 
4. 
1. The Writings of Richard Baxter 
The Christian Directory was first published in 1664 and 
166.5 in London. The edition used in preparing this paper 
was printed in London in 1707, four years after the birth of 
John Wesley. Baxter and Jeremy Taylor were contemporaries 
and published their books about the same years, Taylor's 
Holy Living appearing a few years before the Qhristian 
lHrectory. That Wesley read and knew these books, we will 
have occasion later to show. It is enough now to say that 
Wesley did read their works and was greatly influenced by them. 
A. Directions for Redeeming Time 
Baxter defines time as ~'being man's opportunity for all 
those \VOrks for which he liveth, and which his creator doth ex-
pect from him, and on which his endless life dependeth. n{page 2 i 8)-~~:-
This might be considered the keynote or theme of his argument. 
Time is given to man that he might prepare for his "endless life." 
He continues in paragraph 2, 1 Time in its most common e.cception 
is taken generally for a.ll space of this present life which is 
our opportunity for all the works of life, and the measure of 
them. Time is often taken more strictly, for some specia l 
opportunity which is fitted to a special work; which we call the 
season or the fittest time: In both t hese senses time mustoe 
redeemed. •.11 (page 218 ) 
-:H:- All references in this section will be to Baxter's Christian 
Directory and will be designated only by the page reference. 
We can see by the above statements how much he values his 
opportunities for using time. After making statements or 
giving directions, Baxter a l ways follows them with a word of 
Scriptura l or personal explanation. To support t he above 
contentions, he give s seven rules, t hree of which follow: 
1. '~o redeem time is to see t hat we cast none of it 
away in va in; but use every minute of it as a most precious 
thing, and spend it wholly in t he way of duty. 
2. "That rre be not only doing good, but doing the best 
and greatest good which we are able and have a call to do. 
3. "That we do not only the best things, but do them 
in the best manner and in t he greatest measure, and do a s 
much good as we possibly can.n (page 2l8- l9 ) 
Each rule builds on t he. preceeding one until he would 
give all he has in the best way he lawws for the saving of 
life and prepar ation of eternity. 
In t he next paragraph, 6, page 219, Baxter sums up in E 
sentence the Puritan ideal of time, which l ater we will see 
Taylor echoing by writing, "It is better to plough on holy 
days, than to do nothing . n ·~he ends and use s which time mu st 
be redeemed for are t he se: 1. In genera l and ultimately, it 
must be all f or God: Though not all employed directly upon God 
in meditating of Him, or praying to Him; yet all must be l a id 
out for Him i mmediately or mediately; that is, either in serving 
Rim, or in preparing f or his services; in mowi ng or in whetting , 
in travelling or in bait i ng to fit us for travail: And so our 
time of sleep, and feeding, and needfu l recreat ion is l aid out 
for us.,. Baxter could say, '1:A.ll things work together •••••• '~" 
6. 
He now elaborates on these sta tements by giving directions 
for the redeeming of time and the reasons for it. 
Direction 1. '':Still keep upon thy heart by f c.i th and conside:t'-
ation, the lively sense of the greatness and absolute necessity 
of that work, which must command thY time; remembering who , 
settest thee on work, and on v1hat a work he sets thee, and on 
what terms, and what will be the end. It is God that calleth 
thee to labour: And wilt thou stand still or be doing other 
things, when God expecteth duty from thee?1\ (page 2l9) 
We must work out our ovm salvation nov! - diligently -
; ·for the flesh, the v1or ld, and the devil''' are enemie s to our 
sa lvation. ~~our very loss of time, is no sme..ll part of the 
enemies' conquest . ~~: \ 110 where are the brains of those .men, and 
of what metal are their ha rdened hearts made, tha t can idle and 
pl ay away tha t time, that little time, that only time, which is 
given them for the everlasting saving of their souls."' ( page 220) 
'~'I would desire no more to confute the distracted time 
wasters, when they are disputing for their i dle sports e..nd 
vanities, and asking , •.vhat ha rm is in cards and dice and stage-
plays, or tedious feasts or complementing, adorning, idleness, 
than if I could help them in one fight of Heaven and Hell, and 
make them well lrnow what greater business they have to do , which 
is staying for them while they sleep or play.'-" ( page 220) 
Direction 2 . ·~e not a stranger to the condition of thy ovrn soul, 
but look home till thou art acquainted what state it is in, and 
what it is in danger of, and what it -..vanteth, and how far behind 
h and in thy provisions for immorta lity: and then be an idle time-
waster if thou canst . " (page 220) If we could but let the 
truth of life into our hearts, we would. be convinced. of our 
own ux1worthiness - and w0,ld. no longer waste time uselessly. 
uo Lord., have mercy on such senseless souls, and. bring 
them to themselves before it is too l ate! I tell thee me.n, 
a.n enlightened. person that und.erstand.eth what it is, and hath 
escaped it, would. not for all the Kingdoms of the world, be a 
week or a day in thy condition, for fear lest death cut off 
his hopes and. shut him up in hell that very d.ay: He d.urst not 
sleep quietly in thy condition a night, lest death should. snatch 
him away to Hell, and. canst thou ~nort and. pl ay in it, and. live 
securely in a sensual COcl.rSe? 0 v1hat ·a thing it is to be 
hood.-winked. in misery, and. to be led. asleep to hell? Who 
could. persuade men to live thus awake, and go d.ancing·io hell with 
their eyes open!n (page 220) 
Direction 3. .. Remember how gainful the redeeming of time is, 
and. how exceeding comfortable in the revievv? \Vhen a man be-
comes rich in business or trading, we say he has done so, by 
using his time profitably. How pleasant must it be continually 
to . us, to find. that in redeeming time, the work of God. and. our 
souls d.o prosper?'·'' \Vhat consolation at death to look back and. 
say - t•r have finished. the work which thou gavest me to d.o.'·" 
John 17:4) 
The rest are largely repetitions dealing with the man who 
is saved., and., lmowing it, rejoices in his state. He cite s 
cases where men realize too late tha.t their time belonged. to God. 
and their neglect has cost them their salvation. Others have 
realized. in time, but would advise others not to wait too long. 
8. 
He adds another section on this ~ubject called 
'-Directions for Redeeming Opportuni ty~• and stresses the 
necessity of knowing the seasons for work and observing 
those seasons. Two of his ndirectionstt follow: 
Direction 2. ( 22.5) "'Remember that the neglecting of 
the season is t he frustrating and destroying of the work . 
When the season is past, the work cannot be done. ~ 
Direction 4. (22.5) "Consider that your work out of 
season is not so good or acceptable, if you could do it. 
Everything is beautiful in its sea son.'·' 
He then elaborates on lmowing the seasons for worldly 
labours, and how much more beautiful it would be to lmow 
and observe the seasons for spiritual things. His dominant 
note throughout is to redeem time by norking, and making the 
best possible use of every moment during ones mature life. 
B. Directions for Gove~nent of the Body 
1. The Senses 
The first considerat ion about the body is to properly 
~uaderstand the senses and then guE.rd them against the entry 
of sin. To aid us in the control of our senses, we must 
exercise them in an active faith, or as Baxter writes, "a 
lively belief of the Word of God and the things unseen of 
the other world.~ (page 286) t-rhe more this belief of God 
and glory doth kindle love to them, the more effectual it 
will be in the gove~ent of the senses.'·" (2 87) 
He really arg"Ues here for a f a ith that ttthings are not 
what they seem'·" but that beyond everything tangible, we can 
knov; by f aith that God is ma.nifest. We must not depend on 
our sense or reason, but r ather govern ourselves by faith. 
'Suppose you saw the Law of God written upon everything you 
see?"' ( 290) He believes t hat such a thought in the minds of 
people, would great l y enable them to live better lives. 
His l ast t wo directions on this section reveal his desire 
that senses should be left alone , for to tempt them would lead 
to sin. He advises people to exercise their souls on invisible 
objects just as they exercise their senses on visible objects. 
" Lose not your humble sense of the badness of your hearts, how 
ready they are a tinder, to t ake the fire of every temptation: 
and never grow fool-hardy and confident of yourselves.~ (290) 
10. 
2. The Taste 
The first of the flesh-pleasing sins is gluttony. 
Baxter defines gluttony as a voluntary excess in eating for 
the pleasing of the appetite, or some other carna l end,'-"' (page 293" ) 
A little later, however, he admits that what is excess for one 
may not be so for others. He says, ''The same q_uantity is excess 
for one which is not excess for another. Different kinds of 
labor call for different q_uanti ties of food.~· Gluttony is 
caused by a l ack of self-control and also by ignorance of results. 
The results are sins and some of them are here listed. 
Direction l. '•Luxury and gluttony is a sin exceeding con-
trary to the love of God: It is Idolatry: It hath the heart 
which God should have. t~ (page 29 5) 
Direction 2 . "Gluttony is self-murder.'~ 
Direction 7. uGluttony is also a deadly enemy to the mind, 
and to all the noble employments of reason both religious, civil, 
and artificial: It unfits men for any close and serious studies, 
and, therefore, tends to nourish ignorance, and keep men fools: 
It greatly unfits men for hearing God's word, or reading, or 
praying, or meditat i ng , or e.:ny ho l y vvork. 1t (page 29 6) 
Direction 7. \'Gluttony is a base a...11d beastly kind of sin: 
For a me.n to p l a c e his h e.ppiness in the pleasure of a swine; 
( and to make his reas on serve his throat or sink into his guts.)''' 
In the next one, we can see a modern note in Baxter's social 
outlook . Direction 14. (page 297) nGluttony and excess is a 
sin greatly aggr avated by the necessities of the poor . ~7.hat an 
ii. 
l ncongrui ty it is, that one member of Christ (as he vrould be 
thought) should be feeding himself deliciously every day , 
and abounding with abused superfluities, whilst another is 
starving and pinning in a cottage, or begging at the door? n 
He then cites the story of Dives and Lazarus as a situation 
to be avoided by thoughtful people. 
He goes on to give suggestions on how to cure gluttony. 
tSit not too long at meat: for besides the sin of wasting 
time, it is but the way to tice down a little and a little 
more: And he that would be temperate, if you sate but a ~uarter 
of an hour, (which is ordinarily enough), will exceed when he 
hath the temptation of ha lf an hour (which is enough for the 
entertainment of strangers:) much more when you must sit out an 
hour, ( \'vhich is too much for all conscience:) Though greedy 
eating is not good, yet sober feeding may satisfy nature in a 
little time." 
Diredtion 4. nsee that your provisions be not more costly 
than is necessary ••• n (page .}00) He then proceeds to answer 
the criticism of covetousness by saying that they can bestow 
the nsupe rfluities upon the poor or some other charitable use 
so tb.at it become not a sacrifice to the belly." {301) One 
wonders if' this antic i pated the f'amous trilogy of' 'Nesley , "'G-ain 
all you can, Save all you can, and Give all you can. t1' 
Baxt er advises hosts not to noverpersuade any to eat when 
there is no need , but r ather to help one another against running 
into excess . '"' He \vants them a lways to keep their appetites 
under control in order to guide them for noble purposes. He 
12. 
s~~gests they visit the homes of t he poor to see for the~ 
selve s what time the poor spend at meat and then to correct 
their e,ctions accordingly. 
>· Appetite or Drunkenness 
In dealing with drunkenness, Baxter says, ("The most I 
have said against gluttony will serve against excess of drink 
also •• " He defines excess of drinking '~vrhen you drink more 
than according to the judgement of sound rea son, doth tend to 
fit your body mediately or immediately for its proper duty 
without a greater hurt.'1. (page :)02) 
Drunkenness is caused by utheir not knowing that their 
excess and tipling is really a hurt or danger to their health." 
Others get drunk because they nlove the company of wicked men, 
and the foolish t a lk, and cards, and dice by which they are 
entertained ... ( page 303") People who get drunk neglect their 
families and idle away useful time. 
The sin of drunkenness is similar to that of gluttony. 
A man is like a swine when he gets drunk because he is con-
trolled by his throat and is the slave of his belly. He 
wastes time and money which might well be used for the care of 
his family and the glory of God. He destroys his ovvn body and 
becomes 'tunfit to read or hear, or meditate on the Word of God.'··(30.5) 
Baxter then concludes this section by a dialogue between an 
imaginary drinker and himself. He admits the man is his ovna 
judge but must be so in the light of a ll the people and not 
alone on his ovm judgement. He says that vvhen a physician 
advises men to drink because it is healthy, they are drunk-
ards themselves, and their drinking has taken their under-
standing. He then a sks questions by which he may convince 
the drunkards they should not drink in excess and also gives 
them suggestions for CL~ing their appetites. 
Question 9 . ( page 709 ) uwouldst thou have all thy friencls 
and children do a s thou dost? n 
Question 7. (page 309) '·''Dost t hou love God bet t er than 
thy drink or pleasure?'~ 
Question 15. (page 309 ) ''-most thou not think in thy heart, 
that sober t emperate Godly men do live a more quiet and co~ 
fortable life than t hou?\t 
Question 19. ( page 3 ~0 ) ' .'v1lat if thou shouldst die in a 
drunken fit?t · 
Que stion 29 . ( page 3ll) "1If thou wert certain that thou 
we rest to die tomorrov..r , vvouldst thou be drunk tonight? '11 
In his directions against tipling and drunkenness he 
suggests they post some Scripture a s '·'·Drunkards shall not inher-
it the ki 11_gdom of God'·'' f1Cor.6: 10 ) a t t he hes.d of their bed. 
They should a lso "'pray e a rnestly " t h a t God vvould kee p them i'rom 
temptations and change their nature to give them a hatred of sin. 
Idleness wa s the agent of temptation and every moment should be 
filled with employment. The ale-house and people who patronize 
it should be shunned . In drinking they must stop after 
14. 
the first cup and not enge.ge in '"drinking heal ths. n If 
they '~·ould only t..t;>look soberly upon a drunken man, and think 
whether that be a desireable plight for a wi se man to put 
himse lf into,'~ they would_ soon stop excess ive drinking. (page 3ll) 
4. The Eyes 
Direction 1. (page 290 ) '"Knov; the uses that your sight 
is given you for: As l. To see the works of God, t hat thereby 
your minds may see God himself. 2 . To read the Wor d of God, 
that therein you may perceive his mind . >· To see t he servants 
of God whom you must love; and the poor whom you must relieve 
or pity, and all the visible objects of your duty: To conduct 
your body in the dische.rge of its office about all the matters 
of the world_: And in special often to look up towards Heaven, 
and the pl ace where your blessed Lord is glorified, and whence 
he shall come to take you to his glory .'" 
He elaborates with nine more directions on the -p l ace and 
importance of the eye and the necessity of keeping it within 
the bounds of propiety. He gives about t he same advice Ul1der 
this heading, a s we find Taylor doing in the next section under 
n'l\.{odesty'·". The eyes are the windows of the mind and tlle mind_ 
must reveal and interpret God to each person. Therefore, it 
is necessary that t he eyes should. be ca r eful in what they look 
at , for everyt hing t hey see wi ll be transmitted to the mind, 
and will either help or hinder, seeing God. 
1.5 • 
.5. The Ear 
Direction 1. (page 29 ~ ) "Employ your ears in the duties 
which they were made for: and to that end, understand those 
duties: which are as followeth. 1. To be the organ of re-
. ception of such communications from others, as is necessa ry 
for our converse in the world, and the duties of our several 
relations and vocations. 2 . To hear the word of God delivered 
publicly by his appointed teachers of the Church. 7. To hear 
the counsel of those t hat privately advise us for our good: 
And the reproofs of those that tell us of our sin and danger. 
4. To hear from our ancestors and the learned in hi story , what 
hath been done in the times before us. 6. To hear the co~ 
plaints and petitions of the poor and needy and distressed, 
that we may compassionate them, and endeavor their relief. 
7. To be the passage f~r grief and hatred to our hearts, by 
the sinful words which vre hear unwi llingly . '·11 
He writes many sins of the ear and then says that hearing 
evil and not good i~ sin. He would have every one who listens 
to idle t alk or slander, knovv t hat he is as guilty a s the one 
who tells the gossip. He advises those who must go among bad 
company to be prepared to lead the conversation in order to 
protect themselves. 
6. The Tongue 
'-r'he tongue is made to be the index or expresser of man's 
mind." (324) 'Therefore , man must be careful what he puts into 
his mind, for both tongue and mind expre s s the man. Tongues 
16. 
help us in daily life. They are instruments of daily pra ise, 
and are to be used in singing , speaking, and praying to God. 
They are not to be used for blasphemy, lying, boasting, sl~ 
dering , enticing or fal sely accusing against God or man . The 
way to prevent sinning vri th the tongue is to remember t hat 
' ·out of the fulness of the heart, the mouth spealceth, u and so 
govern our lives that only good can result. ""· •• Learn to be 
silent till you have learnt to speak . Let not your tongues 
run before your wits; speak not that which you do not well 
understand, m1les s as learners to receive instructions: Pather 
of the t wo, speak too little t han too much • ., (Direction 6, page .)28) 
7. Labour and Calling 
This part is devoted to questions and an~~ers relative to 
the life of labour. Baxter ss,ys t hat e. life of labouy is 
necessary to all who a re able to perform it. It is <luty. It 
does not matter just what a man's ca lling may be, so long as 
the work occupies his mind and body in useful occupation. The 
"'same kind of l abour is not necessary for all. Some labour 
is of the mind, while other is of the body.u Religion does 
not excuse a man from l abour. nReligion is our obligation to 
obey God: God bindeth us to do a ll the good we can to others. 
Some men that h a ve ability, opportunity a nd a cal l, may be 
excused by religion from worldly l abours, (as ministers); but 
not from such spiri tUc'Ll labours for others which they can 
perform.,. ( page 3.5 .5) 
17. 
C. Practicing the Presence of God 
In the third part of his Christian Directory, Baxter 
deals with the v1orship of God. He says that all people who 
believe in God confess that Gog; should be worshipped , but he 
does not say that everyone does. One sees the influence of 
the Westminster Confession in the statement, '~As it is the 
natural use, so it is the highest honour of the creature to 
worship and honor his creator . .. ( page 546) He grants the.t 
v1hile most men believe God is to be worshipped, few agree on 
the manner , and hence many have corrupt ways. In order to 
strenoc>then people , he gives t he following directions: 
Direction l. t"Be sure that you seriously and f a ithfully 
practice that inward v;orship of God in which the life of re-
ligion doth consist: As to love h im above all, to fear him, 
believe him, trust him, delight in hi m, be zea lous for h im. t (55 l ) 
Direction .].. '·'Differ not in God's worship from the 
common sense of the most f a ithful godly Cfuristians, without 
great suspicion of your ovm understandings.t- (55 1 ) 
To practice the presence of God man must understand the 
nature of true religion. The following propositions are given 
to nyou who are enquiring into these things. tl 
Proposition l. t.t:A life of Godliness is our living unto 
God as God, a s being absolutely addicted to Him. "' 
Pro position 2. 11A lif e of f aith, is a living upon the unseeJi 
everlasting happiness a s purchased for us by Christ (\"l ith all 
18. 
necessaries thereto) and freely given us by G-od. u 
Proposition 4. t'Though man in innocency needing no 
Redeemer, mi ght live to G-od without faith in a Redeemer; 
yet l apsed man is not only m1able to redeem himself, but also 
unable to live to G-od without the grace of a Redeemer." (page 55) 
Proposition 17. "'The pleasing of G-od being a lso our end, 
and both of these (enjoying him and pleasing him) being in 
some small foretaste attainable in this life, the endeavor of 
our souls and lives must be by f a ith to exercise love and obedi-
ence, for thus G-od is pleased and_ enjoyed. n (page 56) 
The following are directions for subjecting ones self 
to G-od: 
1. ''t'Keep still the face of your souls upon G-od, and in 
the sense of his greatness, and of his continual presence, and 
of his particular providence." Just by being in G-od's pre-
sence '.7ill make you realize the iniquity and guilt of sin. ( pa~ 69 ) 
2. t-Always remember whither you are going; that you a re 
preparing for everla sting rest and joy, and must pass through 
the righteous judgement of the Lord; and that Christ is your 
guide and governour, but to bring you safely home, as the Captain 
of your salvation; and that sin is a rejecting of his help and of 
your happiness.~ (pag e 69 ) God doesn't rule as a tyrant, but 
rather seeks to guide one into eterna l life. He leads people 
into a life of joy and peace, and his rules are not to restrict, 
but r ather, like t hose of a doctor, a re made to save the 
patient's life . 
ll. ''?Labour for the clearest understanding of the will 
of God, that doubtfulness about your duty do not make you flag 
in your obedience, and doubtfulness about sin, do not weaken 
your detestat ion and resistance, and draw you to ventt~e in. ( page 71) 
These are typical of the stress Baxter lays on lmowing the 
will of God in order to keep from sinning. Every wise mind 
would follow these, he believed, because they led to life eterna l. 
Baxter believed that every one should look to Christ as his 
teacher, and to that end, adds a section on the importance of 
accepting Him, and learning from Him. 
1. '~Remember who it is that is your teacher: that he is the 
Son of God, that knoweth his Father 's w~ll, and is the most 
faithful and infallible pastor of the Church. ~t (page 72) He has 
no wrong in him, nor is there anything we want to know '\vhich 
he is not both able ~:md willing to tell us." 
2. nRemember what it is that he teacheth you and to what 
end. '·~· He has the words to eterna l life, and we would do well 
to hear him. 
7. "Let the Book which he himself hath indited by his 
Spirit, be the rule and principle matter of your learning. n 
God's Book leads to eterna l life, and all other books, merely 
help us understand the infallible one. This corresp onds with 
Wes ley's idea that the Bible is the greatest Book, but that a 
man would be a fool who wouldn't read others a s well . 
4. 1'Remember that as it is Christ's work to teach, it is 
yours to hear , 8nd read, and study and pray, and practice what 
you hear.'·' Knowledge is gained only by digging deep and hard. 
l 
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Let God take ca re of those who would_ condenm t he ~visdom of the 
most high." 
To pr actice the presence of God, we must spend our days 
and nights on understanding who God i s and our relation to 
Christ. We must also ns pend all (our) days in a skilful, vig-
ilant, resolute, and ve~liant war against the Flesh, the Yvorld, 
and the Devil, as t h ose tha t have covenanted to follow Christ 
the capta in of our salvation. t~ (page 83.) 
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11. The Writings of Jeremy Taylor -;;--;:--;:-
A. Care of Time ~md 1fu.nner of Spending It. 
The first paragraph of his book The Rule and Exerc ise 
of HOLY LIVING is the gist of Pul·itan Ethics according to 
Bishop Taylor. He simply states that man and all his 
activities belongs to God, and that ms..n should live accord-
i ngly . He writes, '·~I t is necessary that every man should 
cons ider that, since God hath given him an excellent nature, 
Hisdom, and choice, an 1.mderstanding soul, and an i mmortal 
spirit , having made him lord over the beasts, and but a 
little lower than t he angels, He hath appointed for him a work 
and a service great enough to employ those abilities, and hath 
a lso designed him to a state of life after this to which he can 
only arr ive by that service and obedience. And therefore, as 
every man is wholly God's own portion by the title of creation, 
so all our l abours and ca r e , all our pov1ers and faculties, must 
be wholly employed in the service of God, even all the days of 
our life, that, this life being ended , we may live with Him 
for ever.'' ( page 2) 
He then continues to show how Calvin's teaching on cease-
less a ctivity h B.s permea ted the thoughts o:f his :followers. 
Taylor cautions that all work must ·~e done with great earnest-
ness and passion, v;i th much zeal and. desire'• for only by such 
application can one ho pe to narrive at the end of glory.' He 
says t hat so m1.1.ch of our time is spent in growing up, and in 
galnlng some reason and ability to use that reason, that every 
->:--::-->:-All q_uotations in this section will refer to Taylor's Ho l y 
Living and reference VJ ill be to page only. 
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maturity has no time to waste. ,,tHow nw.ny parts of our wi sest 
years are spent in eating and sleeping, in necessary business 
and unnecessary vanities ••••• t hat little portion of hours that 
is left for the practices of piety and .religious wal king with 
God is so short e.nd trifling , t hat, were not the goodne ss of 
God infinitely great, it mi ght seem unreasonable or impossible 
for us to expect of Him eternal joys in heaven." (pages 2,}.) 
He then follovvs this introduction with three rules which 
are the guiding principles to a true Christian life. 
l. "Therefore, although it cannot be enjoined that t he 
greater part of our time be spent in the di rect actions of 
devotion and religion1 yet it will become not only a duty, 
but G,lso a gr eat providence, to l ay aside for the services of 
God o.nd the businesses of t he Spirit as much as we can, because 
God rewards our minutes v;ith long $.J1d eterna l he,ppiness, and 
t he greater portion of our t i me we give to God, the mo re we 
treasure up f or ourselves; and no man is a better merchant than 
he that l ays out his time upon Gocl, and his money upon t he :90or. 
2 . ltQnly it becomes us t o remember and to adore God's 
goodness for it, that God hath not only permitted us to serve 
the necessitie s of our nature, but hath made them to become 
parts of our du ty, that if we, b J' directing those a ctions t o 
the glory of God, intend them as instnunents to continue our 
persons in His service, He, by adopting them i nto religion, 
may turn our nature into grace , and accept our nEvtural actions 
as actions of r eligion. God is pleased to esteem it as a part 
of His service i f we eat or drink , so it be done temperately, 
and as ma.y best preserve ou.r health, that our health may enable 
our services towards Him; and there is no one minute of our 
lives (after we are come to the use of reason) but we are or 
may be doing the work of God, even then when we most of all 
serve ourselves. 
3. "To which, if we add that in these and all other 
actions of our lives we always stand before God, acting, and 
speaking, and thinking in His presence, and that it matters 
not that our conscience is sealed with secrecy, since it lies 
open to God, it will concern us to behave ourselves carefully, 
as in the presence of our judge.'·" (page 2) 
With this introduction to the problem, Bishop Taylor then 
turns to his first section, or '~first general Instrument of 
Holy Living, The Care of our Time.'·' He says that the man 
that is choice of his time will also be of his company and his 
actions and will watch all possible loss which might cause him 
to throw away his chances of eternity. Man's time is short 
and therefore he must make the very best use of it. He must 
not even waste time in idle talking. He then tells~t man 
should save his time for. '-'We must remember that we have a 
great work to do, many enemies to conquer, many evils to prevent, 
much danger to run through, many difficulties to be mastered, 
· .many necessities to serve, and much good to do, many children to 
provide for, or many friends to support, or many poor to relieve, 
or many diseases to cure, besides the needs of nature and of 
society, our private and public care, and duties of the world, 
which necessity and the providence of God hath adopted into the 
family of religion.u (page 3) 
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In the next paragr aph he shows the influence of Luther's 
. ' {,c_fr 
t'Berufs begrifftt and its intensification in Calvinism ·with Dr. 
Cell l1as called "The Vocational Idealism of Protestant 
Christianity. • '"God provides the good things of the world to 
serve the needs of nature, by the l aboclrS of the ploughman, 
the skill and pains of the artisan, and the dangers and 
traffic of the merchant . These men are in their callings 
t he ministers of Divine providence, and the stewards of crea-
tion, and servants of a great family -of God - the world - in 
the employment of procuring necessaries for fo od and clothing, 
ornament and physic.·~ (page 7) Such an attitude is far ad-
vanced for such an aristocratic Tory as Jeremy Taylor, for he 
spent most of his life under the shadow of the royalist party 
and had little to do with those who opposed Charles 11. lle 
concludes the paragraph by rating together the king, priest, 
prophet, judge, and advocate as ministers of God, and says t hat 
no man can "complain that his. ·calling itself and his very 
worldly employment in honest trades and offices is a serving 
of God, and, if it be moderately pursued , and according to the 
rules of Christian prudence, will leave void spaces enough f or 
prayers and retirements of a more spiritual religion.n 
God has so arranged the world that there is no room for 
idleness, and yet, there is room for s p iritual prayer and med-
itation. Idleness is a sin, because it leads to other sins. 
Idleness t hrows away that by which man earns eternal life, e.nd 
is, therefore , to be shunned py all who would be righteous. 
2.5. 
Taylor then gives the following rules for the employing 
of our time. 
1. urn the morning, when you awake , accustom yourself to 
think first upon God, or something in order to His service; 
and at night also let Him close thine eyes; and let your sleep 
be necessary and healthful, not idle and expensive of time, 
beyond the needs and conveniences of nature; and sometimes be 
curious to see the preparations which the sun makes when he is 
coming forth from his chambers of the east." 
2. 'tLet every man that hath a calling be diligent in pur-
suance of its employment •• ·~ 
:;. . 'IIJ:.et all the intervals or void spaces of time be employed 
in prayers, reading, meditating, works of nature, recreation, 
charity, friendliness and neighborhood •••••• " 
4. t-rhe resting-days of Christians, and festivals of the 
Church, must in no sense b~ days of idleness; for it is better 
to plough upon holy days than to do nothing , or to do viciou sly ••• " 
5. '<Avoid the company of drunkards and busybodies, and a ll 
such as are apt to talk much to little purpose ••• • 
6. t~ever t a l k with any man, or undertake any trifling 
employment merely to pas s the time away, f or every day well may 
become a day of salvation, and time rightly employed is an 
acceptable time ••••••• '" 
7. urn the midst of the works of tby calling often r etire 
to God in short prayers and ejaculations ••••• u 
8. rn this rule he tells people to do work suitable to t heir 
age and ability, fo r anyone who does less than his best idles. 
9 • "Let your employment be fitted to your person and ca lling •• !' 
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10 • ..,Let your employment be such as becomes a Christian ••• " 
11. He says that persons of wealth and position have a 
harder time understanding and making use of time, than poore r 
folks who support themselves by their daily bread. 
12. Even women of noble birth are expected to nurse t heir 
O'\Vn children, care for their house s , and do charity. 
13 . 'Let all persons of a ll conditions avoid all delicacy 
and niceness in their clothing and diet •••• '-
14. Peopl e must not be curious about t he affairs of t heir 
neighbors. 
16. ••Let not your recreations be l avish spenders of your 
time but choose such as are healthful, short, transcient, re-
creative, and apt to refresh you •••• '· 
17. '·Set apart some portion of every day f or more solemn 
devotion and religious employment, which be severe in observing •• t" 
18. '-no not the work of G-od negligently e.nd idly •••• " 
The five remaining rules are much the same, st res sing t he 
hour ly prayer, and nightly t houghts on the past day and how it 
ha s been spent. He says that if the se a re followed r eligious l y , 
it will free folks from t heir sins, and prepare them against 
sudden change s in their fortune . 
How practica l are t hese admonitions! nrt is better to plough 
upon holy days than to do nothi ng, or to do viciously." How 
often in daily life, people sit and gossip on t he Sunday afternoon 
about the sin of their neighbor working in t he ripe grain field. 
Bishop Taylor's knowledge of human nature led him to be in accord 
with St. J ames' verse, '·-rhe t ono-ue is a little member, and boasteth 
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great things. '·• (Jas .?: 5a ) 
B. dhristie.n Sobriety 
"Christian Sobriety is all that duty that concerns our-
selves in the matter of meat and drink and pleasures and 
thoughts; and it hath within it the duties of (1) temperance , 
(2) chastity, (J) humility, (4) modesty, (5) content. It is 
using severity, denial, and frustration of our appetite when 
it grows lm.reasonable in any of these instances; ~~ that brings 
us to a mastery of our lives. (page 35) 
Sensual pleasure is degrading to man. '-rhe nature of 
sensual pleasure is vain, empty, and unsatisfying, biggest 
aly,rays in expectation, and a mere vanity in the enjoying , and 
leaves a sting and a thorn behind it when it goes off ••••• 
Sensual pleasure is a great abuse to the spirit of a man, 
being a ki nd of f a scination or witchcraft, blinding t he under-
standing ancL enslaving the will.u' (page 36) 
Here again, we see Taylor carrying out the Puritan ideal 
that anything which d_etracts from rnan' s full duty to God is 
sinful. llifun should be physica lly, mentally a nd spiritually at 
his best during all his waking hours in order to glorify God. 
The Puritans were not opposed to pleasure, as such, but wanton 
excess in anything was looked upon as a sin. Temperance in all 
things mi ght be their slogan and watchword. Life to them wa s 
but a stern preparation for the eterna l joys of heaven, and the 
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path through this dark maze, the brighter would be their lot 
in Glory. 
(1) Temperance in Eating and Drinking 
Eating and drinking are necessary to the hUt-nan body, and 
therefore are permitted by God. However, a rnan is not to eat 
f or pleasUl·e , but rather eat bec~use he hath need. A man can 
and should, if he be norma.l, enjoy his eating . '·':But when de-
light is the only end, and rests itself and dwells t here long, 
t hen eating and drinking is not a serving of God, but an in-
ordinate action , because it is not in t he way t o t hat end 
wh.i ther God directed it." (page 3-9) Taylor then gives certain 
rules or measures by vn1ich one may judge his temperance . 
1. "·Eat not bef ore t he time , unless necessity, or charity, 
or any intervening accident, which 1nakes it rea sonable and pru-
dent, should happen ••• u 
2. uEat not hastily and impatiently, but with such decent 
and timely action, that your eating be a human act ••• ' 
3. ''Eat not delicately or nicely; that is, be not trouble-
some to thyself, or ot hers in the choice of thy meats or t he 
delicacy of t hy sauces •••• "' 
4. "Eat not too much: load neither thy stomach nor thy 
understanding . • •• •• ( page "59 , 40 ) 
A m~:m must be mannerly and mo<lest a t all times, and t h is 
will help h im to refra in from eating . He must never be the 
firs t to put uhis hand in the dishl' nor to return his plate for 
more food, because these are not only unmannerly , but are signs 
of intemperance. 
He next turns to drunkenness which he holds no worse a sin 
th~n gluttony, except that it is more noticeable and people con-
sider it worse. He says, ·'But I desire that it be observed, 
that because intemperance in eating is not so soon perceived by 
others as immoderate drinking, and the outward visible effects 
of it are not either so notorious or so ridiculous, theref ore, 
gluttony is not of so great disreputation amongst men as drunk-
enne ss; yet according to its degree it puts on the greatness of 
the sin before God, and is most strictly t o be attended to, lest 
we be surprised by our security and want of diligence, and the 
intemperance is alike crimina l in both, according as the affect-
ions are either to the meat or drink. Gluttony is more unchar-
itable to the body, and drunkenness to the soul or understanding 
part of man, and t herefore in Scripture is more freq_uently for-
bidden and declaimed against than the other; and sobriety hath 
by use obtained to signify temperance in drinking • •• • ••••••••• 
For Christ forbids both the actn&l and habitual intemperance, 
not only the effect of it, but also the affection to it, for in 
both there is sin. " .(:page 4l) 
Taylor then tells the evil conseq_uences of drunkenness and 
the signs of the same, and some of them are: "Apish gestures, 
much talking, immoderate l aughing, dulness of sense, etc ••• •• 
The least of these, even when the ton€,-u.e begins to be untied, 
is a degree of drunkenness • '· · ( page {7 ) In order to prevent s'U! 
a condition, he lays dovm certain rules to help those who ;::ould 
\~avoid the sin of intemperance in meats and drinks.' 
:;.o. 
1. "Be not oft en present a t f ea sts , nor at all in dis-
solute company when it may be avoided , for variety of pleasing 
objects steals e,way t he heart of man, and company is either 
violent or 'enticing •••• '·~ 
2. '~e severe in your judgement concerning your propor tions , 
and let no occasion make you enlarge far beyond your ordinary •.• " 
:;. . ucome not to the table but when thy need invites thee; and 
if t hou art in health, leave something of thy appetite unf illed, 
something of thy natural heat unemployed , tha t it may secure t l\f 
digestion, and serve other needs of nature or of spirit. '·~ 
4. Decide how much you should eat, and then under ordinar y 
conditions, abide by your decision. 
5. ••never urge a man to ea t or drink beyond h is own limits 
and his own desires.';!to ( page s 47,44) 
There are other rules a long the same tholtght, but the se 
are sufficient to show the Puritan idea l of living , wherein one 
subjects his life, in every phase, to temperance. 
( 2 ) Chastity 
Taylor here cautions his r eaders not to include this section 
unles s they are chaste in their heart and desires, f or he want s 
no one who does not earnestly want to live righteously to read 
this part. He says, "Chast i ty is that duty which was mystically 
intended by God in the law of circumcision. It is the eire~ 
cision of the heart, the cutting off all superfluity of naught-
ines s, and a suppression of a ll irregular desires in t he matter 
of sensual or carnal plea sure." (page 4.5) 1mrriage permits 
certain privileges , but even such permission enta ils temperance, 
for people can be unchaste even within the marriage bed. Another 
irregularity is unnatural lust or incestuous mixture which is 
practiced by so¢e. These are recognized by all to be unchaste. 
"Chastity is either abstinence or continence.'' It doesn't make 
any difference whether a person be married or not, for an un-
married virgin is not in a state more acceptable to God, than a 
married person. '"Some married persons , even in their marriage, 
do better to plea se God the.n some virgins in their state of 
virginity •••••• Married persons and widows and virgins are all 
servants of God, and co-heirs in the inheritance of Jesus, if 
they all live within the restraints and laws of their particular 
estate, chastely, temperately, justly, and religiously.,. (page 46) 
The evil consequences of uncleanness are many . Cares and 
troubles are multiplied and they result in sorrow and r epent-
ance. No intercourse can take place without defiling t wo souls, 
"~:md he that is a fornicator or adulterous, steals the soul as 
well as dishonors the body of his neighbor. 0 Then too, St. Paul 
tells us that God considers our bodies as temples, and we must 
keep them fit for Divine habitation. Han should not demand 
purity of his wife when he himself is LUlclean. Uncleanness does 
not make for peace of mind, and the soul that is consecrated 
to God must find the n'peace which :passeth understanding11 in Him. 
For one to be chaste, he must not hold one unchaste t hoL<ght , 
He must not imagine or desire that which his shame and best 
sense tells him is wrong. He must so direct his eyes and 
thoughts that he will not lust after a woman, for the thought 
often leads to the deed. He DRtst detest all uncleanness in 
thought and word. He wi ll refrain from all outward actions of 
uncleanness as pract iced by tthose noonday and midnight devils, 
••••• whose birth is in trouble, whose gro~~h is in folly, and 
whose end is in shame.u (page .50) 
'~irgins must remember that the virginity of the body is 
only excellent in order to the purity of the soul.u It is 
therefore necessary f or virgins to live more spiritually than 
others. They must be so modest as to Jmow no distinction be-
tween the sexes, but if they accidently learn the difference, 
they should be taught to forget it as quickly as possible. 
They must not be prominent in public, for, nthat person who se 
work is religion, who se company is angels, whose thoughts must 
dwell in heaven, Ul should not be mixed with worldly men and minds. 
Widows will do well to continue in their sorrow, without 
engaging in day dreams of the good times they shared in t he past, 
for their sorrow should help them forget the 'tformer permissions 
of the marriage-bed.n She must not marry so long as is vlith 
child by her fir~t husband. She must marry within a yea~, but 
must mourn during that time according to the law of the l and. 
Here again we find the author stressing the temperate life 
as the chaste life, and he continues to give other rules for 
married couples, and then general rules against uncleanness. 
His general a rgument is that uncleanness is a sin against the 
soul, and every soul is precious in the sight of aod, therefore 
aod. is opposed to uncleanness. 
( 3) Humility 
Humility is one of the greatest possessions of t he Christian 
religion. Jesus taught his disciples that it was worthy of 
emulation. nLearn of me, for I am meek and humble, and ye shall 
find rest unto your souls.'" 
Each of us has reason to be humble. We are weaker t han 
most animal s . Our bodies are not f ar from the clay from which 
we '.':ere made. The more ·we knovv of the world, the more humble 
it makes us. We lmow t hat riches make the proud man a fool. 
When we think of ourselves more highly than we should, we would 
do well to r emember that all soul s a re equal. 
If t hou wouldst be humble, t hou must not "rail against 
tl\YSelf , and wear mean clothes, but rather hold a mean opinion 
of thyself.'' Believe thyself an umvorthy person hearti ly , a s 
t hou believest tlzyself to be hungry , or poor, or s ick, when 
t hou art so. '~Vhatsoever evil t hou sayest of thyself, be con-
tent that others should think to be t rue; and if t hou callest 
thyself f ool, be not angry if another say so of thee •••• Love to 
be concealed and little esteemed; be content to want praise, never 
be i ng troubled when thou art slighted and undervalued, for thou 
canst not ·underva lue thyself ••• n (page 58) This is rather 
a hard doctrine for our modern day of self-advertisement, but it 
reveals the strict discipline they advocated for ~oly living." 
To increa se the grace of humility, '~lee confession of 
thy sins often to God, and consider what all that evil amounts 
to which you then charge upon yourself ... Pray f or his for-
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giveness and guidance. Learn to see only the best in others , 
and judge them not by the good they do unto you. Think often of 
the bad effects of pride , and the joys of humility, and it will 
help in making your choice. 
Humility , then, is part of the general pl an of sobriety 
because it teaches temperance in the art of self-respect and 
self-praise. 
( 4) Mode sty 
'~Modesty is the appendage of sobriety, and is to chastity , 
to temperance, and to humility, as the fringes are to a garm.ent. 
It is a grace of God that moderated the over-activeness and 
curiosity of the mind , and is directly opposed to curiosity, to 
boldness, to ind.ecency . '·· (.page 66) Modesty requires that we 
never inquire into the v-iays of God, but simpl y do our work, 
trusting that he will reveal to us according to t he quality of 
our person. It also applies to situations which we lmovr a r e 
too hard for us, and should prevent us from raising our minds 
" into mysteries of state or the secrets of the government." 
We must never eavesdrop , for that is invading our neighbor's 
privacy. 
nrn your prayers in churches and pl aces of religion use 
reverent postures, great attention, gr ave ceremony, t he lowest 
ge sture s of humility, remembering that we speak to God in our 
reverence, t o v:hom we cannot possibly exceed; but that t he ex-
press ion of this r everence be according to l aw or custom, and 
the example of the most prudent and pious persons: that is, let 
it be the best in its kind to the best of essences •••••• 
Observe the proportion of affections in all meetings and to all 
persons. Be not merry at a funera l, nor sad upon a festival; 
but "'rejoice with them that rejoice, and weep with them that 
weep. ~• (page 69) Be modest in speech, and quiet in your man-
ner of l aughing and t a lking . Observe proper decorum toward 
your parents and all who are your superiors. "B.e grave , decent, 
and modest in thY clothing and ornament ••• '~ Be careful to 
avoid '11Singular and affected wal king, proud, nice, and ridic-
ulous gestures of body, painting and lascivious dressings:'- for 
the prophet says they are of the devil. 
(.5 ) Contentment 
Contentment comes to the man who is thoroughly in harmony 
"vith the purpose of Divine Providence that he does not become 
upset in the upsets of life. He lives virtuously, believing in 
the ultimat e triumph of right. He knows that he who has God 
is rich whether he has materia l wee.l th or not. 
A man should be contented in all situations because it is 
the nduty of relig ion. " We must learn to say and do t h ings, 
t.if they plea se God.~ We are his creatures and his handiwork 
and surely he vdll care for us as he wants us cared for. (Here 
the author comes near Necessitarianism. He says in one place we 
should think a s little as possible of ourselves, but here he 
advises us that no man is poor unless he thinks he is. What he 
is trying to say, is, that he who does God's will will f ind con-
tentment in his activity.) 
C. Practicing the Presence of God 
'~hat God is present in a ll places, that He sees every 
action, hears all discourses, and understands every thought, is 
no strange thing to a Christian ear, who hath beEn t aught this 
doctrine not only by right reason and the consent of all the 
wise men in the world, but also by God Himself in Holy Scrip-
tures •••• • So that we may imagine God to be as the air and the 
sea , and we all enclosed in His circle, wrapt up in the lap of 
His infinite Nature, or as infants in the womb of their pregn ant 
mothers, and we can no more be removed from the presence of God 
than from our own being. tt (page 1.5) 
nGod is present by His essence, which because it is in-
finite cannot be contained within the limits of any pl ace; and be-
cause He is of an essentia l purity and spiritual nature, He cannot 
be underve.,lued by being supposed present in the places of unnatural 
clee,nness ••• '·'' Just as the sun shines on muddy pl aces and is not 
defiled, so God brings light to dark pl aces without suffering de-
filement. (page 1.5) 
'·"God is everywhere present by His power.u He rules t he 
universe and governs it in the palm of his hand. Nothing 
happens that he doesn't direct . (page 16) 
"'God is by grace and benediction s:pecially present in holy 
places and in the solemn a s semblies of His servants." . God meets 
with his people anyv1here they choose to meet, or are forced to 
meet. He is even closer in hardship than when they are not 
oppressed. 
nGod is especially present i n the hearts of His people by 
his Holy Spirit; and indeed the hea r ts of holy men are temples 
in the truth of things, and in type and shadow they are heaven 
itself. God reigns in the heart s of His servants; t here is 
His kingdom.u (page 17) God dwells in our heart by faith, and 
Christ dwells in our hearts by His Spirit. 
'~God is especially pr esent in the consciences of all per-
sons, good and bad, by way of testimony and judgement; that is, 
He is there a Remembrancer, to call our actions to mind, a ~it­
ness to bring t hem to judgement, and a Judge to ac~uit or to con-
demn. " (page 17) When this glorious presence comes into our 
lives, t he baser, lesser thiD~S seem to f all away and life is rich 
and bright. It is in a :passage like this in which \·;e find the 
Puritan ideal so well. God was in each life, vYho would receive 
him, every moment he was welcome. These writers were tl"1Jing to 
get peopl e to open their lives to this influence. 
In order to accomplish this presence in our lives, t here 
are some things we must remember: '-'Let this actual thought re-
turn, that God is omni potent, filling every place, and say with 
David, '·Whither shall I go from t hy Spirit, or whither shall I 
flee from thy presence: if I a scend up into heaven, t hou art there: 
if' I ma ke my bed in hell, thou a rt t h ere •• • " '1" There is something 
awe-inspiring, and Taylor Sclggests fear-provoking about the 
thoughts of the proximity of God. It seems that if we feared God, 
we whould not be dra,'.'m to his presence. 
• 
We must "solemnly v1orship God, e.nd pl ace ourselves in 
God's presence, ~- and behold Him with the eye of faith. We must 
seek Him as the good of life, and He whom we wish to know. 
ttLet everything you see represent to your spirit the 
presence, the excellency, and the pO'Ner of God, and let your 
conversation with the creatures lea.d you unto the Creator, for 
so shall you.r actions be done more frequently with an actual 
eye to God's presence, by your often seeing him in the glass of 
the creation." (page 18) Learn to see God in nature and you will 
commune with Him by the way. 
urn your retirement make frequent colloquies or short 
discoursings between God and thy soul.t\ 
"Take time to be holy, 
Speak oft with thy Lord."' 
'1:Let us remember that God is in us, and thc.t we are in Him: 
we are His worlananship, let us not deface it; we are in His 
presence, let us not pollute it byunholy and impure actions." 
(page 19) 
1·~God is in every place; suppose therefore it be in a church •• • n 
So conduct yourself always as if you were al,ways in the presence 
of the Lord. 
'·t'G-od is in every creature: be cruel towards none, neither 
abuse any by intemperance.~ Here, again, we find that even to-
ward animals, man must be temperate in his use of them, for God 
dislikes excesses of any kind, and t oward anything. (page 19 ) 
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"He walks in the presence of God that converses with Him 
in frequent prayer and frequent communion, that runs to Him in 
all His necessities, that asks counsel of Him in all his doubt-
ings, that opens all his wants to Him, that weeps before Him 
for his sins, the.t asks remedy and support for his weakness, 
that fears him as a Judge, reverences Him as a Lord, obeys Him 
as a Father, and loves Him as a Patron. 11 (pages 19, 20) Taylor 
packs the conceptions of Micah, the Psalmist, and of Jesus of God 
in a paragraph. We can hardly subscribe to all of it, and yet, 
we can not but take it as the criterion for ''\valking in the 
presence of God.'· 
If we will but practice the presence of God it will aid us 
in ov~ prayer life, by making in us a reverence and awe of the 
Divine 1fujesty of God. We will learn to trust Him more, and 
fear those who would persecute us less. We will find Him 
especially near in times of tribulation, and His presence will be 
a source of constant comfort. We will find a joy of a Divine 
partnership and witness in our human relationships. We will be-
long to the household of God, and we will be conscious of His ever 
abiding presence no matter vn1ere we go, or what we are doing. 
We will find holy desires of the enjoyment of God ' s presence, 
l'-because it produces joy when v: e d o enjoy Him, the same desires 
that a weak man hath for a defender, the sick man for a physician, 
the poor for a patron, the child for his father, the espoused 
lover for her betrothed. tt (page 20) 
To practice the presence of God envelops the other teachings 
of Puritanism. "From the same fountain are apt to issue 
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humility of spirit, apprehensions of our great distance and 
our great needs, hur daily want s and hourly supplies, ad.mirar-
tion of God ' s unspeakable mercies. It is the cause of great 
modesty and decency in our actions; it helps to collect the mind, 
and restrains the scatterings and looseness of wandering 
thoughts; it establishes the heart in good purposes and leadeth 
on to perseverance ••• ·~ ( page 20) 
. 
Practicing the presence of God is the essence of the 
Puritan ethics. 
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111. The Writings of John Wesley 
A. The Puritan Ideal 
That Wesley had a high opinion of Richard Baxter is clearly 
shovn1 by his references to him in his Journal and Sermons. He 
writes , non the way, (to Canterbury) I read Mr. Baxter's 'History 
of the Councils.' It is utterly astonishing, and would be wholly 
incredible, but that his vouchers are beyond all exception ••••• 
How has one council been perpetually cursing another ••• Surely 
]lfuhometism ·\'vas let loose to reform the Christians! I lmow not 
but Constantinople has ga ined by the change.n (11,314) ** 
A little later he refers to an article which was written 
by a dissenting Minister a.t Exet er, whose l anguage was anything 
but becoming to a mini ster. Wesley comments, '·'In how different a 
spirit does t his man write from honest Richard Baxter! The one 
dipping, as it were , his pen in tears, the other i n vinegar and 
gall. Surely one page of that loving serious Christian weighs 
more than volumes of this bitter, sarcastic jester.\lt (11,329 ) 
In giving advice to his preachers, he tells them to read 
Baxter's Gildas Salvianus and follow his directions on Family 
Religion and house to house calling. "Can we find a better 
method of doing this than 1~. Baxter's? If not , let us adopt it 
*-;} All references in this section to Wesley's Works will be 
to the edition of 1872, which was edited by Thomas Jackson and 
untruthfully called the t'Third Edition.'" There are fourteen 
volumes, and reference will be made to volume and page. 
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wi thout delay. His whole tract, entitled Gildas Salvianus, 
is w.ell worth a careful perusal. A short extract from it I 
will subjoin.. Speaking of this visiting from house to house, 
he says:-
~we shall find many hinderances, both in OL~selves, and 
in the people. 
'1. In ourselves there is much dulness and l az iness; so 
that there will be much ado to get us to be faithful in the work. 
'2. We have a base, man-pleasing temper; so that vre let 
men perish, rather than lose t heir love. 
ly to hell, lest we should anger them. 
We let them go quiet-
'?. Some of us have also a foolish bashfulness. We lmow 
not how to begin, ancl blush to contradict the devil. 
'4. Eut the greatest hinderance is, weakness of faith. 
Our Yvhole motion is weak, because the spring of it is v:eak. 
· '5. Lastly, we are unskilful in the work. How few know 
how to deal with men, so as to get within them, and suit all our 
discourse to their several conditions and tempers; to choose the 
fittest subjects, and follow them with a holy mixture of serious-
ness, and terror, and love, and meekness!' P.)5l.'·'' (VIII,302-0_7) 
He later tells his ministers to follow Ivir. Baxter's pl an 
(of house to house calling) every afternoon, for that v1ill leave 
their mornings for study and their afternoons for contacts with 
their people. t'rhen you will have no time to spare: You will 
have work enough for all your time. Then, likewi se, no Preacher 
will stay with us who is as salt t hat has lost its savour •••••• 
The smn is, Go into every house in course, and teach every one 
therein, young and old, if they belong to us, to be Christians, 
inwardly and outwardly.'" (VIII, ~l5) 
In a letter to Mr. Joseph Benson on January 8, 1774 he r e-
fers to Mr. Baxter's ';"plan'". tt:M:any persons are in danger of 
reading too little: You are in danger of reading too much. 
Wherever you are, t ake up yoc~ cross, and visit all the society 
from house to house . Do this according to Mr. Baxter's plan, 
laid dovm in the Minutes of the Conference. .. This plan has been 
briefly outlined above. (XII,420) 
Again in his sermon on ''The Duty of Reproving Our Neighborsn 
(VI,29 8, 29 9) We sley quotes a passage from Baxter's Saints' Ever-
lasting Rest which embodies the same emphasis on t he importance of 
personal work . He has just elaborated on the need of putting 
salvation above friendshi p when necessary, and continues, "How 
striking is Mr . Baxter's reflection on this head, in his ':tlSaints' 
Everlasting Restt'" '·'Suppose thou wert to meet one in t he lower 
world, to whom thou hadst denied this office of love, when ye were 
both together under the sun; what anmver couldst thou make to his 
upbraiding? 'At such a time and place, while we were under the 
sun, God delivered me into thy hands. I did not then knovv t he v1ay 
of salvation, but was seeking death in the err or of my life; and 
therein thou sufferedst me to remain, without once endeavoring to 
awake me out of sleept Hadst thou imparted to me thy knowledge, 
and warned me to flee fr om the wrath to come, neither I nor thou 
need ever have come to this place of torment.' 
Wesley is a lso influenced by Baxter's teaching or "Aphor i sms 
of .rustification.n It is so important that I quote it in full. 
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XX 
'•An Extract of Mr. Richard Baxter's Aphorisms of Justification. 
Published by John Wesley, A. M., Fellow of Linsoln College, 
Oxford. 12mo., :p:p>6. 174.5. (XIV, 2l6) 
TO THE READER 
tti had not heard that there was such a book in the world 
as Mr . Baxter's '·!Aphorisms of J ustification,'·' when it was sent 
me by a bookseller to whom I had sent for another tract on the 
subject: But before I had read many :pages therein, I saw the 
wise :providence of God; and soon determined (notwithstanding a 
few expressions which I do not altogether approve of:) to reprint 
the substance thereof, in as small a compass , and at as low a 
:price , as :possible. 
"0 may He who hath so solemnly declared, \'Think not that I 
am come to destroy the Law or the Prophets: Verily I say unto 
you, Not one jot or one tittle shall :pass from the Law, till 
heaven and earth :pass away , n- give the same blessing to this 
little treatise now as he did near an hundred years agot ~Aay 
He once again make it a :powerful antidote against the spreading 
:poison of Ant inomianism; and thereby save many simple, unwary 
souls from "seeking death in t he error of their lifet" 
John Wesley. 
Wesley wrote this at Newca stle-Upon-Tyne :March 2.5, 174.5 and 
on August 1 of the Sa.'Ile year we find him quoting Baxter as the 
authority on the subject of Justification. In a conversation 
he was asked, nshall we read over together :Mr. Baxter's 
'·Aphorisms concerning Justification?' and Wesley answered, 
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tt:By all means.'\ (VIII,282) He refers to this book again in 
ansvrering a criticism of Mr . Hill ' s nReview of al l the Doctrines 
Taught by Mr . John Wesley' by saying, nr am in no way engaged 
to defend every expression of either John Goodwin, or Richard 
Baxter's Aphorisms. The sense of both I generally approve, 
the l anguage many times I do not ." This was on September 9 , 
1772. (X,384) 
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Wesley also pays tribute to Bishop Jeremy Taylor as one 
whose writings have greatly influenced him, and prefaces his 
Journal by crediting Taylor's Rules for Holy Living and Dying 
for the advice of Keeping a strict account of how he spent 
his time and energy. He says it was 'tabout fifteen years 
ago (1745) I began to take a more exact account tha~ I had done 
before, of the manner vvherein I spent my time, writing down how 
I had employed every hour .'·" (!,2) Wesley refers agEdn to t hi s 
influence as late as 1777 in the begiPJling of his Elain 
Account of Christian Perfection (XI,>66). " In reading several 
parts of this book, I was exceedingly affected; that part in 
particular which relates to purity af intention. Instantly I 
resolved to dedicate all my life to God, all my thought, my 
words, and actions; being thoroughly convinced, there was no 
medium; but that every part of my life (not some only) must 
either be a sacrifice to God, or myself , that is, in effect, to 
the devil. tt 
On reading Taylor 's section "The second general Instrument 
of Holy Living- Purity of Intentionn one can readily see where 
Wesley got his teaching. Taylor quotes St. Paul (I Cor. lO:?l) 
\~Vhether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do a ll 
to the glory of God.''' Which rule, Taylor writes , ,,...I'V'hen we 
observe, every action of nature becomes religious, and every meal 
is an act of 'Norship, and shall have its reward in its 
proportion, as well as an act of prayer. Blessed be that good-
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ness and grace of God, which, out of infinite desire to 
glorify and save mankind, would make the very works of nature 
capable of becoming acts of virtue, that all our lifetime 
we may do Him service.''• (Taylor, Holy Living, p.9) 
Taylor elaborates on this thought by stressing the 
necessity of keeping God uppermost and central all the 
conscious lifet ime of an individual. People must be sure 
what they are doing is important. They must remember that 
God is ever watdhing t hem. They must always seek to know 
and do the will of God, for then alone will they enjoy 
''purity of intention." 
In Wesley's Sermon On Dissipation, No.79,VI ,4.50 , he 
quotes Bishop Warburton as saying, "I have no concepti on of 
a greater genius on earth than Dr. Jeremy Taylor... Wesley 
then comments on Taylor's purity of intention. '''S ingly aim 
at God. In every step thou takest, eye Him alone. Pursue 
one thing: Happiness in lrnowing, in loving, in serving God. 
Then shall thy soul be full of light ••• u Such teachings so 
took hold of Wesley and the other young men in the Holy Club, 
that their lives were changed, and they found the grace of God. 
He says it kept them from dissipating their talents and time, 
and they were more able to serve God solely. He says each was 
able to say, "I see God, I love God, I serve God, I glorify him 
with my body and with my spirit.'• Thus he briefly states his 
conception of the Puritan ideal of life. 
• 
• 
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B. Redeeming the Time 
The proper use of time is the underlying principle of 
Methodism. The Holy Club was formed at Oxford in order to 
help the men make better use of their time. The very name 
implies their mode of living . They were so methodical in 
everything t hey did, t he people nicknamed them "methodists . t 
We sley didn't like the name, but neither could he deny it, 
and it became the name by which his followers were lcnovrn. 
From 1725, when he f irst read Jeremy Taylor's ~ 
Living and Dying, Wesley was constantly caring for his time, 
the precious time, by which man earned his salvation. 
Throughout all his works, wherever he gives advice to preach-
ers, we find him telling them to be punctual and to be dili-
gent. They should make the best possible use of their time. 
t•Never be unemployed a moment. l:ITever be triflingly employed. 
Never while away time; neither spend any more time at any pl ace 
than is strictly necessary.' (VIII,.309) 
Wesley incorporates in his sermon non Redeeming the Timen 
(VII,67-75) a large part of his ethical teachings. By direct 
statement or by indirect reference 7 we find him giving t he best 
of that which he received from others and adopted as his own . 
He quotes Paul's Letter to the Ephesians ¥.15,16 See that ye 
vJa l k circumspectly , not as fools, but as vii se men , redeeming 
the time.'·" Wesley sanctioned this heartily. .A:ny man who 
wasted his time , was a fool, for time was that which men used 
to prepare for eternal life. 
Wesley advocates redeeming tLne from sleep . He says 
that some of the most pious men failed to realize the impor-
tance of sleeping the minimum of time. He agrees at f i rst, 
however, that ttone measure will not suit all men •••• is confirma 
by a thousand experiments ••••• Whoever, therefore, they are that 
have attempted to fix one measure of sleep for all persons, did 
not understand the nature of the hu.rnan body. n He then shows 
how his friend Bishop Taylor had ttstrange imagination" when he 
believed that a general standard of sleep for all men was t hree 
hours in the t wenty-four. '"That good and sensible man, 11r . 
Baxter, wa,s not much nearer the truth; who sup})OSes four hours 
i n the four-and-twenty to suffice for any man.u· Wesley goes 
on to show that he needs a little over six hours and believes 
that most men do, thereby setting a fairly definite time (a feat-
which he above said was i mpossible). He observes tttha t women, 
in general, want a little more sleep than men.n 
His first reason for redeeming time from sleep is the 
economic one. If a man would sleep an hour a day more than he 
needed, he wasted six hours of worki ng time. "It hurts his 
substance. It is throwi ng away six hours a week, vrhich might 
turn to some temporal account. tt It wouldn't matter how much 
he ean1ed, he should earn a ll he had opportunity to earn. 
We sley was a great advocate of stevmrdship of time and money. 
He knew that men must be taught to work and to save, if they 
were to succeed in future years. Doctor Cell, in his article 
on '·''The Economic Influence of Religion\ ·:4- says, nThe rising 
~~e ll, G. C., The Methodist ReView, W~y-June, 1924, page 390 . 
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generation must be converted to the spi rit and confirmed in 
habits of industry, if the revival is not to be an affair of 
one generation.u This statement is taken from Wesley, I 
believe, but I coul~bt locate it. 
Wesley's next reason for redeeming time from sleep is 
that it •t}).ilrt s your health. " People who sleep too long sub-
j ect themselves to t'diseases"' and '·~ervous disorders". 
People who do not have to work for a living, often lie in bed 
several hours longer than is necessary f or their best health. 
''By soaking (as it is emphatica lly called) so long between 
warm sheets, the f lesh is, as it were, parboiled , and becomes 
soft and flabby." Wesley says that anything that weakens 
t he body, will or spirit is caused by too much "soakingu in bad. 
Another effect of sleeping too long is "weakness of 
sight.'h He tells of his own condition when he was young and 
how he believed he was l osing his sight. Then God blessed him 
with stronger sight, and he decided it was on account of his 
early rising. 
Sleeping late ~'hurts the soul'' as well as the body, and 
it uis a sin against God. ~~ "For, " says Wesley, ' 'tliie can.<'1ot 
waste, or (vrhich comes to the sa..111e thing) not improve, any part 
of our worldly substance, neither can we impair our own health, 
without sinning against Him. " Here Yve see him stressing again 
t he neces sity of giving everything to God, and acting responsible 
for it. People who sleep late tend to sloth and hurtful desires. 
'•rt breeds a universal softness and faintness of spirit, maki ng 
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us afraid of every little inconvenience, unwilling to deny 
ourselves any pleasure, or to t ake up or bear any cross." 
He :partially quotes 11r . Law' s teaching on '"Redeeming the 
Time from Sleep'\ t Ve conceive an abhorrence of a man that is 
in bed when he should be at his labour . We cannot think good 
of him, who is such a slave to drowsiness to neglect his busi-
ness for it." He show·s how primary in the Puritan mind is 
the ncea seless activity" which Calvin i nstilled into his 
followers. They knew that God had no time for lazy peopl e be-
cause He wanted them to spend what t i me they could spare f rom 
thei r work in devotions to Him. Law continues, "Let this, 
t herefore, teach us to conceive how odious we must appear to 
God, if we are in bed, shut up in sleep , when vte should be 
praising God; and are such slaves to drowsiness as to neglect 
our devotions for it .t' 1Ne sley used Law to support his ovvn 
teaching that self-denial is ~ greater a i d to piety than 
indulgence. 
Puritanism was a strict self-discipline which opposed 
,, 
usel e ss recreation more becase of the easy indul gence than 
' 
because of any intrinsic harm. They were opposed to eating 
too much because it was a waste of time and money, but more 
because it created an indifference to life, and a desire 
solely to satisfy the stomach. They renounced anything which 
was ttcontrary to that lively , zealous , watchful, self-denying 
spirit, " which should be the mark of true Christ i ans. With 
t his Wesley was heartily in accord, as his writings readily 
show. He concludes his sermon by admitting that early rising 
late 
will not suffice to make a Christian but i nsists that~rising 
will probably keep one a heathen. 
.e 
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C. On the Conduct of Life 
1. Desire 
Baxter was concerned with freeing his people from evil 
senses. Wesley was also, but his emphasis was on desire. 
Each meant the same , and each rea lized the handicap of false 
desire. Wesley g_uotes St. Jolm '· Love not the world , neither 
the things of the world.'" He says that the love of the world 
can be divided into three parts, "the desire of the flesh, the 
desire of the eyes, and the pride of life.'-" (VII,?,59) V'lhen 
people progress in the material world they a lso increa se their 
desires. They have much more and better things. Wesley brings 
the first udesire of the flesht' more clearly to them by asking a 
few direct q_uestions. '"Do not you seek y our happiness in enla rg-
ing the pleasure of tasting? •• Do you not eat more plentifully, or 
more delicately, than you did ten or twenty years ago? Do you 
not use more drink, or drink of a costly kind , t han you did then? 
••••• Do you fast as often, now you are rich, as you did when you 
were poor?'·' (VII ,7.59) In his other sermon on the "Danger of Riches, n 
Wesley tells peopl e they may not be intemperate in the amount they 
eat, so that, they hurt their body, but such 'tgenteel, regula r 
sensuality'·" destroys the soul and keeps it '"at a distance from all 
true religion. a (VII ,6) 
The ttdesire of the eyestt is more difficult and can not be 
brought under one head. The eyes are attracted by the ugrand, or 
new, or beautiful objects~'' and these are not always found in one. 
Clothes a re seen by the eyes, and \'Vesley aks if people do not 
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spend more for clothes than they did at first. If they do, they 
d~~t please God, so must please the devil,. V/hen they were poor 
and embraced religion, they dedicated their lives entirely to God, 
laying off all jewels and fineries, But now they have changed, 
and Wesley asks, ' If you laid aside your needless ornaments 
some years since, - ruffles, necklaces •••• costly linen, expensive 
laces, - have you not, in defiance o religion and reason, t aken 
them again?tt The peo:ple say they can afford the l arger expense. 
He replies that the money has only been lent to them and they are 
not entitled to use more than the barest necessities of life re-
quire. He tells them if they wish to have the desire of their 
eyes they should seek it in ttlearning'·· of whatever branch of study 
tr they want ; whether it be history, languages, poetry, for such 
'·''desire'• is eternal. 
The third desire is the ~•pride of life" or the "desire of 
honour.'· vVhen men get rich, they easily win esteem and applause, 
and Wesley believes this is not conducive to rea l religion. 
2. Eating 
Wesley was not opposed to enjoyment in eating. It is 
commonly believed that he ate only because he had to, and not 
because he w·anted to. ~~at he really taught was that people 
should eat the plainest, cheapest and most who lesome food that 
would promote health for both body and mind. (VII , 32) He 
criticizes one man for being so melancholy, saying ~•i t does not 
suit with that cheerfulness which is highly proper at a Christian 
meal . t• He would have t hem order their conversation aright , 
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having no slander, profanity, nor unkindness, but ttedifyingn 
and good. One should attempt to build up "as each has parti-
cular need, either in faith, or love, or holiness.(tt Wesley 
ate to live, it is true, but he did so, that food would not be-
come his goal or master . 
3-. Drinking 
In spite of his intense hatred of excessive drinking and 
drunkenness, Wesley maintained a steadfast faith in his Gospel 
to cure men. He continua lly \'!ent about encouraging men to stop 
drinking and serve a new Master. He held before men the 
picture of what they wanted to be in manhood and compared it to 
what they actually were as beasts. He begins his "Word to A 
Drunkard" (XI,l69) "Are you a mant God made you a man; but you 
make yourself a beast. v7herein does a man differ from a beast? 
Is it not chiefly in reason and understanding? •••• You do all you 
can to make yourself a beast; not a fool, not a madman only, but 
a svrine, a poor filthy SViine. n These are hard \VO rds but they 
come from a heart that loves his fellow men. He wants them to 
change their ways and live as God wanted them to live. Wesley 
calls liQuor poison and asks men why they deliberately poison 
themselves. Mo re seriously, when they drink, they' crucify 
Christ afresh .. and betray God. They become enemies to Christ, to 
the Lord who died f or them. His advice is . that they should pray 
for forgiveness and seek to live better lives. He strictly for-
bade his preachers to touch any ttspirituous liquor, no dram of any 
kind.'1' They could not minister to others, i f they were users 
themselves. 
4. The Eyes 
This thought might be considered as a continuation of 
"the desire of the eyes.tt W'nen Wesley preached on the "'Sermon 
on the Mount~\' he dwelt at length on t"If thine eye be single. n 
The eye is nthe lamp unto the feet'-'·. The eye g~des the body . 
nrf thine eye be single" '·'all thou art; all thou doest; t hy 
desires, tempers, affections; thy thoughts, and words, and 
actions ••• shall be full of l ight •••• full of divine lcnowledge." 
(V,J62) If people will only use their eyes to see God instead 
of using them for theatres or bear-baiting, their lives would be 
so much richer . 
Wesley agrees with Baxter that eyes were given to men for 
their edification. People can read plays, novels, and news-
papers, but '·tisn't there a more excellent way"'' for those who 
ulove or fear God?'~(VII, 7.5 ) Eyes should enable us to read 
historJ, poetry, music , and above all devotional literature. 
uwe might then be able to say boldly:-
With me no melancholy void 
No moments lingers unemployed 
Or unimproved below: 
MY weariness of life is gone, 
Who live to se.rve my God alone, 
And only Jesus know." 
Everything that We sley had or controlled was dedicated to 
ttserve my God alone, 
And only Jesus know. t: 
This is the Puritan ideal. 
• 
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.5. The Tongue 
We sley calls evil-speaki ng the t'bane of religion"t-.(II,74) 
He found that when people joined his classes and quit this vile 
practice, they "found more abundant cause to praise God.'• In 
his sermon on t~he Cure of Evil-Speakingt• (VI, 114-l24) We sley 
says evil-speaking is different from lying or slandering because 
it may be all true. "•For evil-speaking is neither more nor 
less than speaking evil of an absent person; relating something 
evil, vvhich was really done or said by one that is not present 
w·hen it is related.t• Paul commanded us to "speak evil of no 
man, u and it is just as plain as ,.,thou shalt do no murder." 
Evil-speaking is dangerous because we don't always recognize it 
as such. 
Wesley didn't want Methodists to have disting~ishing 
marks, but in his enthusiasm against tale-bearing, he says, u·see 
that you '"speak evil of no man;'·'' of the absent, nothing but good. 
If ye must be distinguished, whether ye will or no, let this be 
t he distinguishing mar k of a Methodist: He censures no man behind 
his back: By this fruit ye may know him. •• (VI, 12 3) 
Wesley was in full accord with Baxter that the tongue v1as 
not to be used for blasphemy, lying, or slandering. The tongue 
was to be a means of communication between man and man, and 
between man and God. 
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6. Humility 
In his sermon on uThe Circumcision of the Heart" Wesley 
pleads for humility as being essential along with faith, hope, 
and charity. He says, ''IJ::nu:nility, a right judgement of ourselves, 
cleanses our minds from those high conceits of our ovr.n per-
fections, from that undue opinion of our own abilities and 
attainments, which are the genuine fruit of a corrupted nature. 
He wants to convince us that we are by nature '~vretched, and poor 
and miserable, and blind and naked. '· (V, 203) We see the 
influence here of Jeremy Taylor's statement , 'tLove to be con-
cealed and little esteemed •••••• hold a mean opinion of thyself.n 
Wesley says that humility "convinces us, that in our best 
esta te we are, of ourselves, all sin and vanity; that confusion, 
and ignorance and error reign over our understandings. t• (V, 20}) 
In his first sermon on "The Sermon on the Mount''" (V ,256) 
he says that humility is the mark of a Christian. With humility 
we have ''"poverty of spirit, conviction of sin"' and the renouncing 
of ourselves. He comments that this trait was so foreign to 
the Roman World during the Augustan Age that the lano~ge did 
not afford a word for humility. 
In u~e Danger of' Richesn (VII, 12) he points out the danger 
as being that of lessening ones humility. Riches are bound to 
make a man think of himself more highly than he ought. When one 
is rich, one is not as easily taught, or guided. '~Formerly, one 
might guide you with a thread; now one cannot turn you >vi th a 
cartr- rope. n 
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In his sermon '·tun Chari ty'·t: (VII, 48 ) he compares hurni li ty 
to love, and says that as one has love, so also has he humility. 
'''Nothing so humbles t he soul so deeply as love: It casts out 
all 'high conceits, engendering pride;' all arrogance and over-
weening; makes us little, and poor, and vile in our O\vn eyes. 
It abases us both before God and man; makes us willing to be the 
least of all, and the servants of a ll.'t .And as we turn back 
to Taylor we read '~e content to want praise, never being troubled 
when thou art slighted and undervalued, for thou canst no t 
undervalue thyself.'·" 
In a l ater sermon '-~on Pleasing All Men"' (VII, 144) he advises 
those who would influence their neighbors to ttstu.dy to be lowly 
in heart. Be little and vile in your mvn eyes, in honour pre-
ferring others before yourself •••••• Reject with sorrow that 
favorite maxim of the old Heathen, sprung from the bottomless 
pit, 'The more you value yourself, the more others will value 
you.' Not so ••• God giveth grace to the humble, so humility, not 
pride, recommends us to the esteem and fa~our of men, especially 
those \Yho fear God." 
Taylor taught that men should think often of the effects 
of pride, and of the joys of humility, and they would be happy. 
Wesley echoes this spirit in his \Yritings. 
7. Labour 
"Be diligent. Never be unemployed a moment. Never be 
triflingly employed. Never while e.way time.~ (VI II, ~09 ) Such 
was the keynote of the Wesleyan doctrine of l abour. After 
Wesley returned from America he was accused by the Mayor of Bristol 
that 1' it was a common report in a.eorgia, (that) :M:r. Wesley took 
people off from their work and made them idle by preaching so much.,. 
This was a false accusation and Wesley answered it shortly and con-
elusively. He wrote, in his '•A Farther Appeal to Men ol Reason and 
Religion'\ '•so far am I from either causing or encouraging idleness, 
that an idle person, kno~n to be such, is not suffered to remain in 
any of our societies; we drive him out, as we would a thief or a 
murderer. 'To show all possible diligence,' (as well as frugality), 
is one of our standing rules; and one, concerning the observance of 
which we continually make the strictest in~uiry.' (VIII,l28- 29 ) 
Anyone who checked up on Wesley's preaching hour in the morning would 
realize that he never took men away from their work. In fact he 
urged them never to leave their work to hear preaching. He ta 1:1gh.t 
them think of work as God given, and to be ~true ChristianSby being 
as efficient in their daily work as they were in their devotional life. 
The first rule in his famous sermon on '-'..rhe Use of Money'·' 
I 
(VI, 124-lJ6) is ,.Gain all you can.'-'•· He wants every one to work 
hard, but not at the expense of his health. We must do work 
that allows us our proper food and sleep without hurting our mind 
more than our body. No ones work must be detrimental to his 
neighbor. ''l(jain all you can by honest industry. Use all 
possible diligence in your calling. Lose no time. If you 
understand yourself, and your relation to God and man, you know 
you have none to spare.''' (VI,l30) 
"Having gained all you can, b;y- honest wi sdom, and uni"earied 
diligence, the Second rule of Christian prudence is, 'Save a ll 
you can. "'l Thus we find Wesley not only teaching this people 
to be industrious and diligent, but to be thrifty. The more 
they worked, the more they earned, and the more they saved. 
Such teachings could not help but result in an increase in t he 
material resources of Methodists. To prevent them from for-
getting their duty to God, Wesley added a third advice to his 
people, ••Gi ve all you can. ' ,12 He a l l owed them to provide needful 
things for themselves and their families; food, raiment, and 
shelter, and what remained was to be used "'to do good in them that 
are of the household of faith."' 
He suggested questions they might ask themselves when they 
were in doubt as to whether they were using their money rightly. 
'~. In expending thi s , am I acting according to my character ? 
Am I acting herein, not as a proprietor, but as a steward of my 
Lord's goods? 2. Am I doing this in obedience to his wo rd? 
In what scripture does he require me to do so? 3. Van I offer 
up this action, this expense, as a sacrifice to God through 
Jesus Christ? •••••• til (VI, 13:4) He then suggests t hat if any fur-
ther doubt remain in their minds, they should use this prayer. 
~~ ord, thou seest I am going to expend this sum on that food, 
apparel, furniture. And thou knowest, I act therein with a single 
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eye, as a steward of thy goods, expending this portion of 
them thus, in pursuance of the design thou hadst in entrust-
ing me wi th them. Thou knowest I do this in obedience to 
thy word , as thou commandest, and because thou commandest it. 
Let this, I beseech thee, be an holy sacrifice, acceptable thro1~ 
Jesus Christt And give me a witness in myself, that for this 
l abour of love I shall have a recompence when thou rewardest 
every man according to his works ." 
In his article on '~he Economic Influence of Religionn .;:"* 
Dr. Cell calls our attention to the rigorous way in which Wesley 
insists on thrift. In 1746 Wesley decided, with some others, 
t hat by quitting the use of tea, '~i t would prevent great expense, 
as well of health as of time and of money .'-'1 He believed t hat 
if one stopped drinking tea, he might save enough to feed a per-
son and keep him from starving. If one could do that, how 
much more could many banded together . 
Dr. Cell comments, '-''Consider the tither. He must care-
fully scrutinize income and expenditure in relation to each other . 
Thus the keeping of accounts becomes a religious duty. This 
practice has been for those engaged in gainful pursui ts the 
f oundation of many a fortune. For although tithing adcled nothing 
directly to income, as some have been foolish enough to assert, 
nevertheless the rationalization of incomes and expenditure 
which the principle makes necessary does disclose waste and sti~ 
ulates careful expenditure. Thus what prudence often achieved, 
**Cell, G. C., The Methodist Review, May-June, 1924, page 392 . 
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namely, a competence, piety was free to interpret a s the 
specia l blessing of t he Lord. But tithing is only a special 
case of a more comprehensive procedure. The Puritan ethic 
on which Wesley insisted f or all his followers instilled a 
vigorous spirit of economy.~~ 
In his letter of April 24, 1769 to Mr. S., a t Armagh , 
(XII ,248) he ad.m.'cnishes him to ••use no tobacco, unless pre-
scribed by a Physician. It is an cuacleanly and unwho l esome 
self-indulgence.'" Wesley was insistent that self-denia l and 
economy Vi ere to reach every phase of life. 
~~·esley taught t hat peo ple must not dress elaborately be-
cause ornaments were not peasing t o God, and did not benefit man . 
He sa id, '"the more you l ay out on your garments, the less you 
have to clothe the naked, to feed the hungry , to lodge t he 
strangers, to relieve those t lLat a re sick and in prison, and to 
lessen the numberless afflictions to which we are exposed in this 
vale of tears ••••• Every shilling which you spend on your appar el 
is, in effect, stolen from God and the poor.''" He says that if 
they want to be more tt:abundantly adorned" .(like men and •Nomen pro-
fessing Godliness) they should clothe themselves with good works . 
(VII, 20,2~) In spite of the fact that he insists mru~ times 
that nno Christian can afford to waste any part of t he substance 
which God has entrusted hi m with'1 he wants it understood tha t 
"slovenliness is no part of religion." 
In his I.'JI[inutes of Several Conversations" he tells his 
questioners that a Preacher 's wife should be a pattern of 
cleanliness in her person, clothes, and habitation. "Let 
nothing slatternly be seen about her; no rags, no dirt , no 
litter. And she should be a pattern of industry; al v1ays at 
work, either for herself, her husband, or the poor.' 
(VIII, 332,337) He insists that they must keep clean and 
whole even if they are saving their money for the poor. Per~aps 
his most famous statement on dress, at least tile one most often 
quoted, appears in his letter to Mr. S., at Armagh which was 
mentioned above. (XI I,248) He writes this letter to the people 
of Ireland and fills it with advice. His third suggestion is 
'~Vhatever clothes you have, let them be whole; no rents, no 
tatters, no rags . These are a scandal to either man or woman; 
being another fruit of vile l azine ss. Mend your clothes, or 
I shall never expect you to mend your lives. 
LET NONE EVER SEE A RA.GGED MFI'HODIST. '" 
Wesley taught economy , but he insisted t hat no one excuse 
his slovenly appearance by sa ing he was thrifty . Neither did 
he want hi s people to dress alike as the Quakers did. He asked 
that their clothing be neat and cheap, and admonished those who 
bought plain cloth of expensive material, saying that it was 
just as sinful as wearing ornaments, to spend more than they 
were required to for clothes. 
We might sum up Wesley's l abour program by saying, "Be dil-
i gent. Gain all you c~ save all you can, give all you can. 
Never be idle a moment. Work to earn your daily bread, and 
give the rest to those poor who are of the household of the Lord.' 
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D. Practicing the Presence of God 
From 1725 when he read Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living and 
Dying until the time of his death, Wesley ••practiced the 
presence of God." He so arranged and datalogued his life 
that he knew how each hour was to be spent and for what end. 
In order to further the idea, in 1729 he formed an evening club 
which met to read the Greek New Testament and aid the members to 
make better use of their time. Four years later, he preached 
a sermon before t he University on 'lThe Circumcision of the Hearttt 
in which he shows how his attitude is growing. 
'ty"et l ackest thou one thing , whosoever thou art, that to 
a deep hwnility, and a steadfast faith, hast joined a lively 
hope, and thereby in a good measure cleansed thy heart from its 
inbred pallution. If thou wilt be perfect, add to a ll those 
charity; add love, and thou hast the circumcision of the heart.''' 
(V,20 7) He gives them the first and second commandments as the 
royal l aw of heaven. He tells them they must love both God and 
their fellow men. 'trrhou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy strength." The desire of thy soul shall be to his name.' 
ttone thing shall ye desire for its o;vn sake, - the frui tion of 
Him that is All in all. One happiness shall ye propose to your 
souls, even an union with Him that made them; the 'having fel-
lowship with t he Father and the Son;' the being joined to the 
Lord in one Spirit. One design you are to pursue to the end 
of time, - the enjoyment of God in time and in eternity.'11(V, 207) 
Clearly Wesley is seeking to lmow God only here. Men are to 
do everything to the glory of God. '~et every affection, and 
tholtght, and word, and work, be subordinate to this. Whatever 
ye desire or fear, whatever ye seek or shun, whatever ye think, 
speak, or do, be it in order to your happiness in God, the sole 
End, as well as the Source of your being. 
ultimate end, but God.n (V,208) 
Have no end, no 
He concludes his sermon by summing up how all life should 
be lived to the glory of God. '~ave a pure intention of heart, 
a steadfast regard to his glory in all your actions •••• For then, 
and not till then, is that 'mind in us which was also in Chri st 
Jesus;' when, in every motion of our heart, in every word of 
our tongue, in every work of our hands, we 'pursue nothing but 
in relation to him, and in subordination to his pleasure;' when 
we, too, neither t hink, nor speak, nor act, to fulfil our 'own 
will, but the will of hi m that sent us; ' when, whether we 'eat, 
or drink, or whatever we do, we do all to the glory of God.'n 
The influence of both Baxter and Taylor are evident here. 
upure intention of heart'• and '·tpursue nothing but in relation to 
h im, and subordination to his pleasure" are words used by 
Taylor in his Holy Living and Dying. (See section on "Purity of 
Intention.'· ) Baxter's rules and directions as ~uoted above have 
the same emphasis as do these teachings of Wesley, and the 
similarity reveal man intimate knowledge of the first t wo writers 
by Wesley. The parallel betvreen their teachings and his on 
all subjects pertaining to government of life is striking and 
shows that Wesley was well acquainted with Puritan authors. 
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By 1745, Wesley was able to give '•Advice to the People 
Called Methodists'" ab.d define them as'l!apeople who profess to 
pursue (in whatsoever measure they have attained) holiness of heart 
e.nd life, inwe.rd a..11.d outward conformity in all things to the re-
vealed will of God; who place religion in an uniform resemblance 
of the great object of it; in a steady imitation of Him they wor-
ship, in all his imitable perfections more partidularly, in 
justice, mercy, and truth, or uhiversal love filling the heart , 
and governing the life." 
"Holiness of heart and life, inward and outv;ard_ conformity 
in all things to the revealed will of God~~ was the distinguishing 
mark of a Methodist, Wesley believed. This was made possible in 
the lives of people by tne Spitit of God which came into ones 
life by uthe inspiration or influence of the Holy Ghost ... People 
must continually endeavor ttto know and love and resemble and obey 
the great God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, a s t he God of 
love and of :pardoning mercy . u They must unite together to en-
courage one another in working out their O~'m salvation, if they 
are true Methodists. (VIII,~5 2,.>5?>) 
In his rules for Christian living, he tells them that they 
can observe some rules and fail to produce fruit, but there are 
some rules that bring results, Ilf'.mely, '.tvlatching, denying ourselves, 
taking up our cross, exercise the presence of God. tt He reechoes 
Baxter a s he asks , "Do you steadily watch against the world, the 
devil, yourselves , your besetting sin?tt (See Baxter, 83) Again 
Vlesley asks (VIII,}2 3,324) "Do you endeavor to set God a l ways 
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before you; to see his eye continually fixed on you?''' We might 
say, Do you continually practice t he presence of God? 
In order to get people to observe times of devotion, Wesley 
often stressed the need of setting definite times each day for 
devotion. He urges all his ministers to observe "the five o'clock 
hour for private prayer.u He shrewdly asks, "~o not you find by 
experience, that any time is no time? 0 (VIII,,3t6) He recommends 
that each morning every minister should aecide what time during the 
day he will spend in prayer, and then let nothing but sickness or 
death prevent him. 
For the devotional hour he suggests, 
'''Reading: Conste..ntly, some part of every day; regularly , all 
the Bible in order; carefully, with the Notes; seriously, with prayer 
before and after; fruitfully, immediatly practicing what you learn . 
''1>1edi tat ing: At set times • By rule. 
'"Hearing: Every morning, carefully; with prayer before, at, 
after; immediately putting into practice. 
always beside you.'~ (VIII,3:23) 
Have a New Testament 
Christians, who are Methodists, a re to think, act, and live in 
the presence of God. Everything they have is only loaned them 
by God, ru1d they must be faithful stewards. They must seek to 
know his will, and to do it, ever conscious that they are in the 
presence of God. We sley wanted people to · subject all life to the 
glory of God, a.nd continually taught it by word and action. 
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Conclusion 
By various references in his writings, we find Wesley 
to have been well acq_uainted with the teachings of Richard 
Baxter, and that he was influenced by his teachings. Wesley 's 
teachings on the care of the body, are the influences he received 
from Baxter, just as the use of time and practicing the presence 
of God are the influences Wesley received. from Teylor. The 
Puritan religio-ethical regimentation of life is the embodiment 
of the writings of Baxter and Taylor, and the acceptance of this 
discipline is clearly established in the writings of Wesley. 
In choosing the characteristic teachings of Puritan writers , it 
was easy to establish a parallel in the writings of these three 
men. The writer hopes the revelation of the close connection of 
John Wesley with West European Protestantism will be an agreeable 
surprise to many. Jlothing has been said of their differences in 
the theological field, because many other writers have done that 
ver-J thing. 
Wesley 's ability in taking involved sentences and ideas of 
the others, and bringing them out in epigramatic form is an 
indication of his mental alertness. He read the works of his 
Puritan writers, ano. then emphasized the points vh. ich he be-
lieved were most import ant. He believed in the strict discipline 
of life and used the Puritan ethics as the basis of his arg~ent . 
Vfhile his teachings do not differ in content from theirs he 
brings out more forcefully the main points of their code. 
Wesley was first, l ast, and. a l ways fo r giving all to the gl ory 
of God.. He taught his people to thinlc, act, and. live in the 
presence of God.. Everything they have i s onl y loaned. them 
by God., and they must be faithful stewards. 
One mi~1t conclude t hat Wesley was a good pupil of t he 
Puritan school of life. 
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SUMMARY 
The argtunent of this thesis is to summarize briefly t he 
Puritan Regimentation of Life as found in the writings of 
such Puritan writers as Richard Baxter and Jeremy Taylor and 
trace their influence in the writings of John Wesley. By 
proving this, one refutes the traditional argument that Wes-
ley was directly opposed to West European Protestantism. 
St. Paul's admonition to t he Corinthians might be cited 
as the Puritan Ideal. '~Vhether, therefore, ye eat, or drink, 
or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God.'., 
The writings of Richard Baxter were examined first to 
discover the teachings of a leading Puritan in regard to the 
conduct of life. His f amous book the Christian Directorv was 
perused for characteristic teachings, and certain ones were 
selected to be followed throclgh the writings of Jeremy Taylor, 
another leading Puritan, and Wesley , who is not thought of as 
a Puritan. 
Time was the first subject studied. Baxter emphasized 
the necessity of carefully using every moment in order that man 
might be prepared for the next life. Time is that which we use 
to work out our salvation. People must be busy and never idle, 
for idleness is the temptation of the Devil. People must save 
all the time from sleep and from eating they possibly can, for 
these precious moments are needed to be used for the Lord . 
He pities the poor, senseless creatures who lose their salvation 
in sleep. 
In his t"Directions for Government of the Body"' he stresses 
the need of controlling- our senses to prevent the entry of sin 
into our 1i ve s. People who let their eyes lead. t hem into ex-
travagance are in danger of hell fire . Also are those who are 
guilty of gluttony and drunkem1ess in danger of eternal torment. 
Eating is one of rr.an' s worst sins, when indulged i n to excess. 
It robs him of his substance, of precious time that might be 
used in the worship of God, or of further economic advancement. 
For Puritans, was te has its economic harm, a s well as i ts 
hinderance to spiritual welfare. Anything that needlessly 
hurts their substance , was to be avoided as sinful. The eyes, 
ears, and tong~~ were to be governed so as to see only those 
t hi ng'S which would increase their spiritual life; to listen on]y 
to those things that elevated life to a higher plane (for a man 
who listened to gossip was as guilty 8.s he who told the gossip); 
And to speak only those things which would dogood, and not evil. 
In his section on \~Practicing the Presence of God" he em-
phasizes the need of keeping God uppermost in people's minds, 
doing 'all to the glory of God .' People must know the will of 
God in order to keep fom sinning. 
The writings of Bishop Jeremy Taylor were then examined wih 
the same points in mind. Their emphasis (Baxter and T~lor•s) 
were the same, showing that the teachings selected were charactex-
istic of Puritan writers. Taylor's first point in his Ru1e and 
Exercise of Holy Living is that of caring for the time. He says 
that since God gave health, wisdom, choice, and an understanding 
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should be very careful how he employs his time, that ncre be 
wasted. As all of man belongs to God, therefore should all 
of his time be employed in the service of God. Taylor echoes 
the ceaseless activity of Calvin in his advice to his readers 
to do their work with all earnestness, because only those who 
strive will be cro~ned. Taylor is very practical in his ad-
vice, and tells his people they must not spend time uselessly 
in devotions. Time for worship can be idly wasted, just as 
time for eating may be extended beyond all limits . He re-
cormnends that nit i s better to plow on holy days t han to do 
nothing~ and shows t he economic influence in his teaching. Idle 
talking, wasteful working, or needless eating places one in dan-
ger of condemnation. Taylor again shows his dependence on 
Valvin in his reference to the sacred calling of evert trade or 
profession. We have come to see in this influence a combination 
of Luther's evaluation of ms.nkind '~erufs begrifftt, and Calvin's 
intensification of this teaching in his ceaseless activity which 
Dr. George C. Cell has e.pt ly termed "The Vocational Idealism of 
Protestant Christianity.n This thought in Taylor- that a man's 
calling is a religious duty just as the ministry would be - can 
be directly traced to Luther and also to Calvin. Luther first 
gave the idea of this holy calling, and Calvin intensified it 
and taught his followers to put it into effect in their lives. 
Taylor was not oppo sed to recreation, provided the play 
was done moderately. He wanted all life subjected to God. 
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He emphasises the necessity of being physically, men-
tally and. spiritually awake and alive to all the influence 
of God. In order to be physically awake, one must be te~ 
perate in his eating and drinking, for one can not work when 
he is drowsy. For if one has been eating too much, his mind 
is drowsy and he cannot listen to God's Word, or read it h~ 
self, or medita te, and if he cannot commune with God his .spirit-
Ual life suffers. So over eating, or drinking, hurts their 
substance, their spiritual life, and their physical health, 
and is, therefore, a sin. 
He then considers the Puritan virtues. Chastity is his 
first rule and he refutes the idea that marriage is sinful. 
He stresses the fact that chastity is an attitude of mind, 
rather than a state of life. A married couple may be far more 
chaste than a young man or woman who has never married. 
Chastity is of the mind as well as of the body, and whether 
married or single, people should be pure in their desires and 
actions. 
Humility is another virtue which Taylor quotes Jesus as 
teaching as being worthy of emulation. '"Learn of me, for I 
am meek and humble •• 11' He would have men despise themselves, 
and disparage themselves in the eyes of others, in order to 
show their humility. Such practice would teach self-respect. 
Modesty of actions, dress, and life is to be desired in 
all Christians. Be modest in speech, manner, and living . 
And t he result will be the next virtue of contentment. I f a 
man knows he is a Christian he will be content wherever he is, 
knowing that it is the will of God, for him to be in the state 
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in which he is in. 
In his section on npracticing the Presence of God'·'' Taylor 
echoes the teachings of Baxter, on t he necessity of keeping the 
eye fixed solely on God. People must realize God's presence in 
their lives, and govern their a ctions accordingly. They must realize 
they can never get a•.vay from God, and should also never get up from 
their beds, or go to them, without thinking of God's goodness and of 
his love. Practicing the presence of God is the heart of Puritan 
Ethics. 
The third and last section of the thesis deals with these sub-
jects, which have been proved to be of Puritan acceptance, in the 
writings of Wesley. The first part of this section points out the 
references to Baxter and Taylor which Wesley makes in his various 
works . We find him commending both men very highly and accepting 
in l arge part their regimentation of life. If cannot be disputed 
tha t Wesley was a thorough reader of both these men •• Wesley begins 
the Preface to his Journal by crediting Jeremy Taylor as having been 
the influence which lead Wesley to t ake ta more ~ccurate account of 
-
his time, a.nd how he spent it.'·" 
The Methodist movement from its inception in the Holy Club at 
Oxford was primarily a method-ist movement. Wesley and his 
followers were always carefu l of their time and the manner in which 
t hey spent it. Wesley had no time for idlers, and ruled tha t no 
man should stay in the society who would not work faithfully. 
Diligence Yle.s his watchword. Where Taylor took a fine paragraph to 
oppose idleness, Wesley su¢med the idea up in '~idleness slays.'' 
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Wesley would also redeem time from sleep, as some of the earlier 
Puritan writers suggested. He said t hat if a man slept one hour 
a day more than he needed he wasted six hours a week, and t'hurt 
his substance.u He opposed too much eating for the same reason, 
and taught that a man v1ho t hought of nothing but satisfying hi s 
httnger or thirst, had little thought for the kin~om of God. 
He then turns to the care of the body and t he general con-
duct of life. He warned against peopl e allowing their desire to 
govern their lives, for such people were in danger of condemn~ 
tion. Indi rectly he covered the same subjects as both Baxter and 
Taylor . He taught the correct use of the eyes, t he tongue and 
the appetite. His thought s concerning these parts of the body, 
might well be copied from t he earlier writers, for he concurs in 
general principles. 
In his sermon on ''The Circumcision of the Heart" Wesley 
pleads for humility in our opinion of ourselves. He bel i eve s t his 
to be a necessary part of every man's makeup . We sley fo llows 
Taylor in his belief that vn1ere pride brought unhappines s , h~~ility 
brov~ht joy and happi ness . 
His next section deals with the industry cmd calling of man. 
Here he again opposes idleness and says he will have none of it. 
Neither did Wesley ever encourage men to leave t heir work to go 
t o church. Wesley was always on the side of the employer in his 
idea of thrifty workmen, and boasted that he never held services 
when men v1ould have to leave their work to attend. His motto was 
nGain all you can , save all you can, and give all you can.u' 
He would have all men at work where they were best fitted , for woi'"l.A: 
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brought money, and with money one could care for hi mself , his 
family, and feed t he :poor. He believed that man was simply a 
stev1ard of God's property, and anything beyond a bare living, 
was to be given back to the Lord and His work . By encouraging 
tithing, Wesley tac~ht the people to be more careful of t heir 
money, and they saved and gave more even thou~h t hey did not 
receive more as some supposed they did. 
Wesley's strict economy caused him to give up tea,..drin.1dng 
because in a year's time he could save enough money to feed some 
poor , needy person . He strictly oppo:sed the use of either 
tobacco or liquor because it was a waste of ones money and time. 
His economy did not a llow a ragged person, however, and he 
said that no matter how poor they might be, they could a l ways 
keep their clothes clean, and patched. t'Let no one ever see a 
r agged J1iethodist'·'1 is a famous statement of Wesley. 
In Wesley' s section on ''Pr act icing the Presence of Godtt he 
follows closely, Bishop Taylor' s teaching in hi s Holy Living . 
He, too, stresses the need of focusing ones life on God and 
governing all lif e to His glory . People must have pure inten-
tions in their hearts i f they are to practice the presence of God. 
He said, '1Holiness of heart and lif e, inwar d and outwar d conformity 
in all things to the r evealed will of God'" was the characteristic 
mark of a Methodi st. Methodists must live in the presence of God. 
They must seek to lmovY his will , and to do it, ever conscious 
that t hey are in His presence. 
a ll life t o t he glory of God. 
Wesley taught the regimentation of 
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